ZeroPoint Global Technical Data Sheet: Frequency Disc
Frequency Disc

3.5” Disc - Approximately 5 oz.
8” Disc - Approximately 1 lb 2 oz.
Green Marble*
*Colors may vary
**Black only available in 3.5” Disc

Description

ZeroPoint Frequency Discs are marble discs infused with proprietary frequencies that bring
the body into balance and energetic homeostasis. Each product is exposed to a Quantum
Field Programming Generator which overlays or infuses specific Blueprint Frequencies for
the human body.
• Made from genuine marble, which is infused with Blueprint Frequencies.
• These frequencies will reduce pain and enhance the energy of food and drinks. (See
“How Frequencies Benefit the Human Body” on reverse.)
• The Frequency Disc comes in two sizes:
- 8” Frequency Disc for large items such as food, groceries, plants, household cleaners,
toiletries, etc.
- 3.5” Frequency Disc for individual drinks, bottles, vitamins, small toiletries and other
small items.
• Either size may be used on areas of the body for pain or imbalance.

Benefits

Life-Sustaining Protection
The science of zero-point technology is a rapidly growing field of study. Of the many
benefits discovered recently are the energetic balancing and protective frequencies that
ZeroPoint Global infuses into their products. These frequencies provide a number of lifeenhancing benefits.
• Neutralizes the effects of environmental toxins and chemicals
• Reduces the effects of pesticides, insecticides, etc.
• Reduces or eliminates body pain when placed at point of discomfort
• Energizes and neutralizes bath or cooking water
• Protects from harmful electromagnetic frequencies when placed near body during
computer use or when near other electronics
• Aids in quality of sleep when placed under pillow or mattress
Directions for Use:
Place food or beverages on Frequency Disc for 6 minutes to achieve maximum efficacy. The
disc may also be placed in the refrigerator to keep foods fresher for a longer time. Place
groceries on disc as they are put away after shopping. Set house plants on Discs to optimize
growth. Apply Disc directly to areas of body pain, muscular discomfort, or internal pain.
Place harsh chemicals or household cleaners on Disc before use to lower toxicity.

Blueprint Frequencies

ZeroPoint uses a ‘Quantum Field Programming Generator’ to infuse specific Blueprint
Frequencies into each of their products. Listed below are the total number of frequencies
that have been infused and their corresponding systems and organs.
Total of 77 Frequencies in the ZeroPoint Frequency Discs
42 - Muscle Parasympathetic System
11 - Brain
6 - Circulatory
3 - Evacuation 				
3 - Spinal
2 - Adrenals
2 - Lymphatic 				
2 - Plant 		
1 - Dental
1 - Skeletal 				
1 - Endocrine
1 - Connective Tissue
1 - Female Reproductive 			
1 - Respiratory
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How Frequencies Benefit the Human Body

It has been discovered that the cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies depending on their state of health. ZeroPoint Global has identified
specific frequencies that match the optimum state of health for each of the body’s organs and systems. These are called Blueprint Frequencies.
When you hold the Frequency Disc on the area of pain, your body begins to ‘resonate with the frequencies’ that are programmed in the
Frequency Disc. This is similar to a tuning fork that will pick up the frequency (sound) of another tuning fork in its vicinity. When they are close to
one another, they will both begin to ‘resonate at the same frequency’.
When the organs and systems of the body are attuned with the frequencies that are in the Frequency Disc, the body returns to a balanced
state. The body is able to protect and heal itself when it is in a state of perfect balance.

Testimonials
“The Frequency Disc will stick to the areas of aches and pains. When it’s “suction grip” releases, the aches and pains are gone! I bring the Frequency Disc
to bed with me.” – Margee B.
“I put the Frequency Disc on my back, and it stuck like it was suctioned onto my back! That was at 3:00pm, and the pain was gone by 5:00pm!
The Frequency Disc stuck there all through that night - I literally had to peel it off to take a shower the next morning, and I had absolutely no sign of
sciatica!” - Lisa L.
“I’ve placed the Frequency Disc in my refrigerator, and it’s keeping our food fresh for a longer time. I’ll be purchasing additional products for my
family!” – Deepa C.
“In this day and age when unsafe food handling is in the news, we never dine out without our Frequency Disc. We find it especially effective on
taking “bitter” aftertastes away from coffee and wine.” – Tim B., FL
“I was suffering from a pain in my wrist. I’ve never experienced this before, but from what I know about carpal tunnel, it seemed to match the
symptoms. It was painful to type, and even when my hand was in a natural position, there was a dull pain. I started using the small Frequency Disc under
my wrist when I used the mouse for my computer. It took about one day, and the pain continued to diminish until it eventually went away
completely! Typing as much as I do, this discovery is a true blessing. Now I use the small Frequency Disc in that manner as a preventative
measure.” - Doreen Z., FL
“ In March of 2009, an 8-day test was performed at a natural food store to determine the efficacy of using ZeroPoint Frequency Discs to increase the shelf
life of fruits and vegetables.
Two pairs of organic bananas were selected from the same bunch. The two pairs
were placed on the same metal shelf approximately 9 feet apart. One pair was
placed directly on the shelf, and the other pair was placed on a ZeroPoint 8”
Frequency Disc. Progress photos were taken to document the progression of the
ripening and spoilage processes. At the end of the eighth day, the bananas on the
shelf were showing signs of significant aging and bruising. The bottom edges of the
bananas were flattened, the fruit inside was bruised, and the peels were starting to
rot. They were no longer edible.
The bananas on the Frequency Disc were also showing signs of aging, although much less than the other pair. The fruit inside was not bruised and was
still well within the limit of being tasty and edible.” - Marvin C.
Results may vary from person to person based on the imbalance. This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to
prevent impairment of human health; for frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional help with health issues.
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